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923 - JK OUTER COWLING COVERS 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

Note:  Installation does not require the use of any sealant, but you may utilize some silicone or RTV 

sealant between the cowling covers and the body to keep out the elements.  We highly recommend 

spraying any exposed metal or drilled holes with primer before installing your cowling covers to keep 

rust from becoming a problem later. 

Tools required:  

Scribe or marking pen, center punch, hand drill, 3/16” drill bit and a pop rivet gun. 

(see image) 

1. Begin on the driver side of the vehicle and locate the proper cowling cover.  Set and hold the

cowling cover against the Jeep and visually align the edges around the perimeter so that the

spacing is symmetrical.

2. While holding the cover in place, utilize a scribe or marking pen and designate where the two

lower edge holes will be drilled.  Set the cover aside and utilize a center punch to lightly make an

indent on the marks in the sheet metal for starting of the drill bit.  The factory sheet metal is

rather thin, so don’t use too much force.

3. Note:  You may use the provided pop rivets or utilize some sheet metal screws (not provided)

instead.  If you decide to use the pop rivets, use a 3/16” diameter drill bit and drill the holes in

the locations you made.

4. Pop rivet the lower edge into place, then push and hold the upper edge down against the Jeep

cowling. Make the two upper holes by drilling through the mounting holes in the cowling cover

and into the Jeep cowling.

5. Pop rivet the upper edge into place.  Repeat steps for passenger side.

6. Your installation is now complete.
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